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A NOTE ON THE SUBNORMAL OPERATORS

Moo SANG LEE

1. Introduction

In this note, the symbol H will denote a Hilbert space with the inner
product (x, y) for x, yEH, an operator T on H is bounded, and we
use following notations and terminologies.

The spectrum, the point spectrum, the residual spectrum and approximate
point spectrum of T are denoted by a(T), ap(T), a,(T) and a(J(T),
respectively.

The spectral radius r(T) of T is

limIlT"W'''=sup{lll : lEa(T)}.

Let X be a closed set in the complex plane C and let R(X) be the
algebra of all rational functions with no poles in X. The set X is called
a spectral set for T if

a(T)CX

and

IIf(T)II~sup{lf(l) I : lEX}

for all fER (X) .
An operator T is said to be satisfied the growth condition with respect

to a closed set X which contains aCT) if

for a$X, where dCa, X) is the distance from a to X.
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If X is a spectral set for T, then T satisfies the growth condition
with respect to X. In fact, if X is a spectral set for T,

II(T-aI)-lll~sup{l(a-l)-ll : lEX}
1

dCa, X)

for a$.X, by the definition of the spectral sets.
An operator S on a Hilbert space H is subnormal if there is a Hilbert

space K containing H and a normal operator N on K such that N leaves
H invariant and S=NIH. In other words, an operator is subnormal if
it has a normal extension.

PROPOSITION 1. 1([1J). If S is a subnormal operator and N is a
normal extension of S, then

a(N)Ca(S) and a,,(S)Ca(N).

PROPOSITION 1. 2([5J). If T is a normal operator, then T* is normal,
T+),J is also normal for every lEe, and r(T)=IITII.

PROPOSITION 1. 3([5J). If T is a normal operator on Hand injective,
then T* is injective and T-l is normal.

2. Main results

In this section, we shall investigate some properties of subnormal
operators.

LEMMA 2.1. If 5 is a subnormal operator, then a(5) is a spectral set
for S.

Proof. Let N be a normal extension of S and let fER(a(S)). Then
by the spectral mapping theorem and the proposition 1. 1,

IIf(S)II~lIf(N)1I

=sup{lf(l) I : lEa(N)}
;;isup{lf(l) I : lEa(S)}.

Therefore, a(5) is a spectral set for T.

LEMMA 2. 2. If S is a subnormal operator, then S satisfies growth
condition with respect to a(S).
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Proof. Let N be a normal extension of S and let l$a (S). Then by
propositions 1. 2 and 1. 3, (N-11) -1 is also normal operator.

Therefore, by the proposition 1. 2,

11 (S-l1)-I11 ~ 11 (N-1I)-I11
=r«N-),1)-I)
=sup{If.l1 : p.Ea«N-l1)-I)}
= sup {I (a-),)-11 : aEa(N)}
~sup{l (a-),)-11 : aEa(S)}

1
d(l, l1(S» •

Let T be an operator on a Hilbert space H and let B be an operator
on a larger Hilbert space K which contains H as a subspace. Then B is
called a dilation of T and K is called a dilation space if

Tx=PBx

for all xEH, where p is the orthogonal projection on H.
If B is an unitary operator, then B is called an unitary dilation of T.
In addition, if B satisfies

T"x=PB"x (n=1, 2, ... )

for all xEH, B is called a strong dilation of T.
A subspace M of H is called an invariant subspace for T if TMcM.

A subspace M is a reducing subspace for T, or reduces T, if it is
invariant under T and T*.

If the dilation space K does not contain a proper subspace which
contains H and reduces, then B is called the minimal (strong) dilation
of T.

An operator T is called a contraction if 11 TII~1.

LEMMA 2. 3([2J). Let T be a contraction operator on a Hilbert space
H. Then there exists the minimal strong unitary dilation U.

Let T be an operator on a Hilbert space Hand CEC. The sets E,[TJ
and At[TJ is defined by

Et[T] = {xEH: Tx=l;x}

and
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Ac[T]= {{x,,} : x"EH, IIx"lI=l, (T-O)x,,~O as n~oo},

respectively.
Of cours, Ec[T]::;t {O} if and only if r.Ea;(T).
It is well known that

E,[T] =Et[T*]

for every normal operators ([4J). In general,

does not hold for non-normal operators.

PROPOSITION 2. 4. If T is a contraction operator and Ir; I= 1, then we
have

Ec[T]=EeCT*J and Ac[TJ=AeCT*].

Proof. Let U be an unitary dilation of T.
Then

IIUx-r"xW= 11 Uxll 2 +lIr.xIl2 -2Re t:.(Ux, x)
= 2lIr;xll2

- 2Re t.: (lb:, ,x)
=2Re(r;x, r;x- Tx)
;;i211xllll (T- r.I) xII
;;i211,x1l1l (U-r.I)xll

for all xEH, Thus we have

for a sequence {x,,} of unit vectors of H.
Similarly, we have

(T*-t.:I)x..-+O as n-+oo iff (U*-CI),x,,-+O as n~oo

for a sequence {x,,} of unit vectors of H.
Since U is unitary, (U-O)x,,-+O as n~oo is equivalent to (U*-r.1)x"

-+0 as n-+oo.
Therefore,

Ac[T]=AeCT*] and E,CT]=Et[T*J.
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Let X be a closed set of the complex plane C.
A point AEX is called a semi-bare point of X if there exists a circle

through A such that no points of X lie inside this circle.

PROPOSITION 2. 5. If S is a subnormal operator, then the set of
semi-bare points of a(S) does not intersect the residual spectrum a,(S)
of S.

In addition, if 'Ea(S) is a semi-bare point of a(S), then

Ec[SJ =Et[S*J and Ac[SJ=AcCS*J.

Proof. Let 'Ea(S) be a semi-bare point of I1(S).
Then, by the definition of seme-bare point, there exists a point ao$

a(S) such that

I'-aol =d(<<o, I1(S»

In fact, ao is the center of the circle C through , such that no points
of 11 (S) lie inside C.

Let {an} be a sequence of complex numbers lying on the line segment

aoo' such that

1 1
.In+l <Ian-CI < .J n .

Then, each Dn={A: IA-anl<rn} with rn=lan-CI- n~l iscontained

in the resolvent set p (S) of Sand

a n-', rn-1Ian-'!-1 as n_oo.

Now, let {xn} be a sequence of unit vectors such that

11 (S*-CI)xnll-O as n-oo.

Since ak$I1(S) for each k, Sk=rk(S-akI)-l exists as a bounded operator
for each k and

II(Sk*-~kI)xnll-O as n-oo,

where Ck=rk('-ak)-l. By the Lemma (2.2),

IISkll=rkll (S-akI)-lll
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< rk
= d(ak,a(S))
~l,

and so, Sk is a contraction.
By the Lemma (2. 3), there exists an unitary dilation Uk of Sk. Then,

11 (Sk-Ckl)xnW= IIP(Uk-Ckl)xnW
~ 11 (Uk-'k)XnW
= 11 (Uk*-Ckl )xn Il 2

= 1- Iek 12
_ 2Re ek( (Sk*-~kI)X", x,,)

~1-ICkI2+2ICklll(Sk*-~kl)xnll.

11 (S-CI)xnll= II rk-l (C-ak) (S-akl) (Sk-Ckl)x,,1I
~rk-lll;-akl (IISII + Iak I) 11 (Sk-Ckl)xnll
~crk-lIC-akl(I-ICk 12 +21'k I 11 (Sk*-CkI)x.lI) 112
=C«rk-11'-akI)2-1 +2rk-11 '-aklll (Sk*-CkI)x"lI) 1/2

for some constant c>o.
Let e>O be given. Then since r,,-11 a,,-C 1--'1 as n--'CO, there exists

a positive integer k such that

0:::;;; (rk-1\C-akI)2-1« ;c r
For such a k (fixed), there exists an integer N1>O such that

2rk-lIC-aklll(Sk*-Ckl)x"II« ~ r
for all n~Nlo because II(Sk*-CkI)x"II--'O as n--.co and {rk-lIC-akl} IS

bounded.
By above arguments, we have

for all n~Nl.

Since e is arbitrary,



Thus, we have

Similarly,

Therefore,
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At[S*JcAc[SJ.

Ac[SJcAt[S*J.

Ac[SJ =At[S*J.
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If we replace x" by a vector x in the above proof, we can see that

Ec[SJ =Et[S*].

To show first part, suppose that t;Eqr(S) and is a semi-bare point of
q(S). Then ~Eq,(T*).

Thus, there exists a unit vector x such that

S*x=~x.

Since Et[S]=Ec[S*J, we obtains

Sx=t;x

which is a contradiction and so, '$<1.(S).

LEMMA 2.6([3J). Let S be a subnormal operator on a Hilbert space H

and Re S= ~ (S+S*) and Im S= ii(S-S*).

Then,

IIS*S-SS*II~A.IIIm SII meas q(Re S),:re
Re q(S) =q(Re S) and Im q(8) =q(Im S),

where meas q(Re S) is the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure of q (Re S).

LEMMA 2.7. If 8 is a subnormal operator, then the operator as+f3S*
is subnormal for each pair a, f3 of complex numbers.

Proof. Let N be a normal extension of S and let T=aN+f3N*. Then

T*T-TT*=(laI 2 -1f31 2
) (N*N-NN*)
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and so, T=aN+f3N* is a normal extension of as+ f3S*.
An operator T is called a polynomially compact operator if p(T) is

compact for some polynomial p(A.).

PROPOSITION 2.8. If S is a subnormal operator such that T=aS+f3S*
for complex numbers a and f3 with Ia I*- If31 is a polynomial compact
operator, then S is a normal operator.

Proof. By hypothesis, there exists a polynomial PO.) such that peT)
is a compact operator.

Since the spectrum a(p(T» is at most countable (DJ, [5J), it is
follows by the spectral mapping theorem that a (T) is also at most
countable.

Thus, we have

meas(a(Re T»=meas Rea(T)=O.

Hence, by the lemma 2. 6,

Since IIT*T-TT*II=(laI 2 -1f31 2)(S*S-SS*) and lal*If3I, S is a
normal operator.
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